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Welcome to a new year at Vanderbilt. Whether it’s your first time here as
a freshman, or you’re embarking on your last year before you enter the “real
world,” I hope you feel the excitement and the energy that I do when I set foot
on campus.
Thanks for taking the time to pick up a copy of the Orbis. Sure, we don’t
have a crossword or a Sudoku, but this month’s theme of progressive “reading assignments” may provide you with new insights into Vandy life. We hope
you’ll take a moment to read our freshman cheat sheet (p. 3) and the news
about the introduction of gender-neutral housing on campus (p. 4). Outside of
Vanderbilt, we cover the world of health care reform (p. 8 and 9) and the recession’s effect on remittances (p. 10).
In this issue, we are also remembering the life of Navy Lieutenant Allison
Oubre, a 2003 Vanderbilt graduate and former Orbis editor who passed away
this May. Finally, we turn the back page of our paper into a debate on what it
really means to be a “liberal” in today’s society.
Expect our next issue to come out in late September. If you can’t wait that
long to get your fill of lefty news, check out our blog (blorbis.wordpress.com)
or our official website (vanderbiltorbis.com) for exclusive online content that we
update regularly.
If you’re interested in more than just reading our newspaper, contact us at
vanderbiltorbis@gmail.com to get started as a staff writer, artist, or photographer. We’re the only media outlet for progressive viewpoints on this campus,
and your involvement will help amplify our voice across Vanderbilt.
-Erika Hyde

Published with support from the
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Online at http://www.campusprogress.org
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What is Orbis?

Questions, comments, concerns? E-mail us at vanderbiltorbis@gmail.com.
E-mail submissions to the address listed above, or send to Box 1669, Station B, Nashville, TN, 37235.
Letters must be received one week prior to publication and must include the writer's name, year,
school and telephone number. All submissions will be verified. Unsigned letters will not be published.
Orbis reserves the right to edit letters for length and clarity. All submissions become property of Orbis
and must conform to the legal standards of Vanderbilt Student Communications, Inc., of which Orbis
is a division.

Orbis aspires to change the atmosphere on Vanderbilt's campus and provides a
voice for liberal, multicultural and minority viewpoints. This publication strives to
inform the public about issues that these groups face as well as to promote diversity and unity within our community. It is a forum for discussion of social, political
and religious commentary relevant to Vanderbilt, the nation and the world. Orbis
was founded by a coalition of students seeking to raise consciousness about diverse
ideas, cultures and backgrounds in our society. We hope to challenge the existing
social atmosphere at Vanderbilt and promote a rebirth of acceptance.

Editor Emeritus

Editorials represent the policy of Orbis as determined by the
editorial board. Letters and columns represent the opinions of the writers.
Please recycle.
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Things I Wish I Had Known as a Freshman:
A guide to living and learning in the Vandy Bubble
Chances are, you’ve already done something stupid since you started college that people will
remember you for but you’ll always want to forget. We’ve been there. Don’t sweat it–these first few weeks of college are all
about new experiences, good and bad, that you’ll cherish once you’re old and gray (by which we mean a senior). Take a look at
these tips the Orbis editors compiled to help you learn about the ins and outs of college living. Hopefully these tidbits will guide
you through the sometimes confusing but always exciting world inside the Vandy Bubble.

Academics

• After two months in college,
you’ll be hard-pressed to remember that you ever got up for 8 a.m.
classes in high school. Embrace
your napping regime–everybody’s
doing it.
• The Stevenson Library is the only
library that is open 24 hours.
• Save green by going to the
BioMed library next to the Medical
Center for 30 free pages of printing
per day.
• The Wyatt Center on Peabody is a
nearby luxurious study space. The
side door is open until 10 p.m.

to pay, other salons will charge
$35+ for a fabulous haircut.
• Freshmen can’t have cars on
campus, so if you want to explore
Nashville, take advantage of the
city bus system or grab a group of
friends and purchase a shared Zipcar plan at zipcar.com/vanderbilt.

Campus Involvement

• Don’t feel obligated to continue
your involvement in an organization you no longer enjoy. There are
more than enough organizations on
campus for you to explore, so don’t
waste your time. (On that note,
why not try writing for Orbis?)
• For a faster trip from the ComSocial Life
mons to Branscomb, walk across
• Girls, if you’re at a party and
21st Avenue and go through the
the first words out of a frat guy’s
Medical Center area instead of takmouth are, “So, are you a freshing the bridge.
man?” Avoid him.
• Meet as many people as possible • There are a ton of seminars,
during your first semester before
speaker events, and mixers on camyou join a clique. No one here
pus. Save your meal plan by taking
knows
how
dorky
you
were
in
high
advantage of the free food at these
Residential Life
school,
so
now’s
the
time
to
rein• If you are feeling extra hungry, 1
events.
vent yourself.
entrée and 2 sides can be replaced
• They call it the “Vandy Bubble”
•
There
are
hundreds
of
off-campus
with 5 sides at Rand and Comfor a reason. You might realize that
restaurants
within
walking
dismons. There are free refills for
weeks have gone by since you last
tance, especially on West End and
drinks.
set foot outside the confines of cam• Grins, the vegetarian-kosher res- 21st Avenue, a dozen of which take pus. Do yourself a favor and give
taurant by Branscomb, is a popular the Commodore Card. We recomthe rest of Nashville a chance. The
mend Café Coco off Elliston Place
stomping ground for health-conFrist Center, the bars on Broadway,
scious students. Avoid it during the (open 24 hours!).
and the Belcourt Theatre are musts
• Dress up for theme parties. Colnoon rush hour or you’ll be waitbefore you graduate.
lege is the only time when it’s soing forever (and they might run
• Did you know there are unout of the paninis). And always get cially acceptable to walk around
derground tunnels spread out
the buttermilk ranch pasta as your in public wearing Halloween costhroughout campus? We don’t realtumes every other weekend.
side!
• If you’ve got late night munchly have any advice to go along with
• The Medical Center barbershop
ies, check out the Dining website to this tidbit. We just thought you’d
and Supercuts are close but quesorder pizza or Chinese online.
like to know.
tionable options. If you’re willing
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Vanderbilt introduces gender-neutral housing option
20 said that living together with their core group of
friends, both men and women, eliminated the need to
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
go between dorms to visit, making the co-ed housing an
The Mayfield Learning Lodges on Highland Quad appealing option.
“We already do a lot of things together, socially and
offered a co-ed housing option for the first time this year,
inviting groups of ten students to form community service academically, so why wouldn’t we do this if we have the
projects and live together regardless of gender. For the opportunity?” said Temkin.
Most of the co-ed lodges are evenly split with five
2009-2010 academic year, several of the twenty Mayfield
Lodges house both men and women, including lodges 2, women and five men, where the men live on the first floor
and the women share the second floor. Generally, the bath4, 5, 6, 9, and 20.
In addition, the third floor of McGill Hall is now offi- rooms in each of the lodges remain single-sex.
The only other gender-neutral housing option can
cially “gender-neutral,” a policy change in line with the
dorm’s focus on philosophical experiments and counter be found in McGill. Its third floor has housed men and
women for several years, but this year marks the first time
culture appeal.
Mayfield and the McGill Project are Living/Learning that the floor is officially labeled “gender-neutral.” This
Centers at Vanderbilt that offer opportunities for under- means that the hallway’s communal bathrooms are no
graduates to join enrichment programs incorporated into longer restricted as single-sex facilities and the floor is no
their residential life. Unlike typical dorms, Mayfield and longer separated between a male and female wing.
“It’s the only floor on campus with co-ed bathrooms
McGill involve a competitive interview process.
… so you never
Charleson Bell,
know
who’s
the Mayfield coorgoing to pop out
dinator at the Office
of the shower
of Housing and
next to you. But
Residential Education
the third floor is
(OHARE), explained
a great commuthat the push for
nity with a lot of
gender-neutral housmutual respect
ing was a studentand privacy for
led initiative rather
each other, so it’s
than an experiment
working out great
crafted by the adminso far,” said Justin
istration.
Gonzales,
the
“ We
w e re
Head Resident of
approached by stuMcGill who lives
dents who said, ‘We
on the floor.
see no reason for
The hall conlodging to be unisex.
sists of mostly
The students should
single
rooms.
be able to live as they
Eight men and two women live in Mayfield 2. They plan to reconstruct an electric car.
There
are
also
two
do in real life, without
Photo: Jon Christian
double rooms on
unisex constraints.’ So
we took that into consideration and decided to research the third floor, but both of those rooms remain single-sex
rooms. OHARE has no immediate plans to convert the
the possibilities,” said Bell.
Traditionally, Mayfield lodges housed ten students of a doubles into gender-neutral rooms, since there has been
single sex. The students had their own separate bedrooms no student demand for that rooming option.
Traci Ray, the Associate Director of Residential Life,
and shared the two bathrooms located in the two-story
lodges. Starting this year, OHARE altered the rules to explained that OHARE conducted several focus groups
and votes to gauge interest at McGill for a gender-neutral
allow groups of men and women to apply together.
Many residents in the co-ed dorms explained that they option. Once the majority of residents voiced support for
were excited to choose a group of ten people based around the policy, OHARE decided to experiment with the third
floor of the building, but kept the second and fourth floors
a shared interest instead of a shared gender.
“Personally, living with ten girls had the potential for single-sex.
For longtime McGill residents like senior Wade
being catty. But a lot of our friends were guys in a platonic
sense, so it made perfect sense [to live in a co-ed lodge],” Wheatley, a gender-neutral housing option was a key step
towards fulfilling McGill’s commitment to philosophical
said sophomore Jessica McLellan, a Mayfield 6 resident.
OHARE only received one official complaint that inquiry and examination of social norms.
“I feel like this is an important philosophical idea that
resulted in a student pulling out of a co-ed living situation
because his or her parents objected. The vast majority of we’re putting into praxis, by breaking down the gender
Mayfield co-eds interviewed for this story were enthusias- dichotomy… this project says that we want to live together as a community of individuals, not as people who are
tic about their housing placements.
Juniors Teresa Temkin and Brian Wentworth of Mayfield defined by the social construction of gender, which we’re

By Erika Hyde

Sign hanging on the bathroom on McGill’s third floor.
Photo: Erika Hyde

rejecting,” said Wheatley.
Wheatley added that the large LGBTQI community at
McGill benefited from the introduction of gender-neutral
life, as the previous unisex policies contributed to heterosexism and put members of the community in awkward
situations.
OHARE was surprised by the amount of interest that
gender-neutral housing generated at McGill. “The biggest
challenge was making sure we had enough interest in the
third floor, but it turned out there were way more people
who wanted gender-neutral than not,” said Ray.
A number of female students who wanted to live on
the third floor were turned away due to lack of space. The
next decision OHARE must make is whether to expand
the gender-neutral policy to part or all of McGill.
Because both Mayfield and McGill are applicationbased housing, students actively chose to be a part of
the gender-neutral experiment. This eliminated much of
OHARE’s concerns about the changes, since the students
involved were willing participants rather than residents
who were forced into the situation.
This housing policy change may appear controversial
to some, but it appears that OHARE is not attempting to
hide nor overly emphasize the co-ed option. Many students have not even heard that gender-neutral housing
was introduced this year, which may be due to the timing
of the policy change. The administration did not approve
the new Mayfields policy until after the housing application process began last spring, so it was not included in
the early literature or advertisements.
Kevin Lui and Lindsay Reymore, two Blair sophomores
living in Mayfield 4, explained that they heard about
the co-ed option through word-of-mouth and combined
two smaller groups of men and women to fill out their
Mayfield.
Even the Housing office still seems to be in the process of hammering out its message. As of August 29th,
the Mayfield section of the ResEd website still claimed,
“Although each lodge may house only one gender, members of both sexes may participate in an interest area by
including enough men and women to fill two separate
Lodges.”
Whether the gender-neutral housing at Mayfield and
McGill will be considered a success remains to be seen,
but the feedback so far indicates that this policy is a positive addition to the Vanderbilt community.
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VIVA la Vegetarianism
New student group on campus promotes vegetarian lifestyle
By Jon Christian
COMMENTARY EDITOR

With all dining halls offering vegetarian options and
a dedicated vegetarian cafe on campus, perhaps it is surprising that Vanderbilt has gone years without an active
vegetarian student organization. The founding members of
the Vanderbilt Initiative for Vegetarian Awareness (VIVA)
certainly thought so. That’s why at the end of last academic
year, juniors Danielle Williams and Shari Rose slogged
through bureaucratic red tape to create the first active vegetarian organization on campus since 2004. Thanks to their
success, this fall VIVA joined the ranks of the university’s
more than 300 student organizations to support and promote
meat-free diets on campus.
According to the group’s mission statement,
“Vanderbilt Initiative for Vegetarian Awareness exists for
the promotion and dissemination of information relating
to a vegetarian/vegan diet and its ethics. VIVA advocates a
vegetarian lifestyle and the benefits derived thereof which
include the positive effect on human health, avoidance of
animal suffering, and an improvement of our planetary environment.”
In general, they seek to promote a vegetarian agenda across the whole spectrum of rationale for such a diet,
from health reasons to animal rights to matters of efficiency
and global sustainability. In harmony with this holistic tone,
the group wishes to reach out to other student organizations
and to Vanderbilt Dining in order to forge new ties and
reinforce existing connections between campus groups with

similar agendas.
Williams, the president and founder, summarized
her ambitions to bring together
diverse social and ethical interests around vegetarianism. “We
look forward to working with
Grins vegetarian cafe as well as
environmental and social justice
student organizations on campus, as all of these causes are all
intertwined within the vegetarian lifestyle.”
Enthusiastic vegetarians are often typecast as overzealous, preachy or pretentious. VIVA wants to foil these stereotypes by opening membership to anybody with an interest in vegetarian or vegan diets, regardless of whether they
currently eat meat. “VIVA… is for vegetarians, vegans, and
anyone [else] who is curious about a vegetarian lifestyle,”
said Williams. Rose, the social chair, conceded that she is so
vegetarian that she “bleeds tree sap,” but openly welcomed
anybody with a curiosity in meatless eating.
The group’s secretary, senior Brendan Alviani, said
he first found out about the fledgling organization this summer on a social networking site. “I joined the Facebook group
at first because I wanted to know who else was vegetarian
on campus,” he said. “After all, there’s a ton of us; we just
aren’t that visible.” He is excited about collaborating with
other student organizations with interests in sustainability
and ethics, as well as networking and spreading information
about the advantages of a vegetarian diet.
“I think a lot of people get into vegetarianism

because of friends, but individuals often aren’t the best-informed. As a group, I hope we can help Vanderbilt students
make better choices regarding food and nutrition,” said
Alviani.
Members of VIVA also want to use the club as a
platform to push for ever-better vegetarian options through
Vanderbilt Dining. Vanderbilt Dining has prominent vegetarian options (“It’s SO EASY at Vanderbilt to go veggie!” said
Alviani) but members of VIVA feel that raising awareness
about the high number of hungry vegetarians on campus
could give the necessary push for an even tastier and more
nutritious dining experience. In addition, members have
expressed an interest in scheduling regular potlucks, group
cooking sessions and film screenings on campus.
VIVA is planning a kickoff vegetarian potluck, a
screening of hit documentary Food, Inc., a pre-thanksgiving
dinner (hopefully with tofurkeys) and regular meetings as
soon as possible. At this point in time, according to Williams,
the best way to get involved and to receive regular updates
is to join their Facebook group.

Farmers’ Market offers organic food on campus
By Jon Christian
COMMENTARY EDITOR

Vanderbilt introduced a Farmers’ Market
on campus this semester, located on the
medical center plaza (across from Langford
Auditorium) every Thursday from 3-6 p.m.
until October 29th. The Orbis staff visited
last week and found a wide variety of
produce and herbs as well as a wonderful
display of bouquets. Vendors included local
favorites like Delvin Farms, Howell Farms,
and Hillside gardens. The market was an
inexpensive way to stock dorm fridges with
locally-grown, organic foods like green peppers, eggplants, cucumbers, and tomatoes.
The Farmers’ Market on campus, presented
by the Vanderbilt Children’s Hospital, is held
in collaboration with the Nashville Farmers’
Market, which is located downtown and
open 7 days a week.

Local vendors display their vegetables at the Farmers’ Market.
Photos: Jon Christian
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Bye Bye, Miss American Pie
Remembering Vanderbilt alumna and former Orbis editor Lt. Allison M. Oubre
By Allie Diffendal
ASSOCIATE EDITOR

funny, and high-spirited woman that they were lucky to
know. As Alvord remarked at her memorial in San Diego,
“I am so lucky that most of my worthwhile moments and

“It was a fun time in our little house,” Pyle said, “partly
because of Allison’s personality.”
Jay Prather, Vanderbilt alum and former Orbis Editor-

experiences in life begin with, ‘Allison and
A fatal helicopter crash on May 19th forced friends, fam-

I.’”

ily and shipmates to gather in Slidell, LA, to lay Vanderbilt

In celebration of her life and of those she

Alum Lt. Allison M. Oubre, 27, to rest on June 9th–a mere

touched, Orbis asked her former classmates

11 days before her formal wedding. Oubre and four crew

and life-long friends to share their memories.

members were killed when their SH60 Seahawk helicopter

Alvord remembered meeting Oubre on the

plunged into the Pacific during a training mission off the

first day of NROTC indoctrination before the

coast of San Diego.

beginning of their freshman year at Vanderbilt.

Named Maid-of-Honor, fellow Vanderbilt alum Lt.

In a moment of chapped lip desperation, she

Andrea Alvord, read a letter she wrote to Oubre the morn-

had asked Alvord to borrow some chapstick.

ing of the service. “I am here in Slidell at your old church

“So then Allison just reaches into her pocket

with your family and friends, doing what I feared most after

and is like ‘Yeah, sure, here!’ and handed me

hearing the news that Thursday morning,” Alvord said.

the chapstick.” Alvord knew then that this

“Giving a eulogy instead of the speech at your wedding.”

special person was “the friend for me.”

Alvord reminisced about the friends’ time on Percy Priest

Erin Koelling and Brandi Alford, two of

Lake, sailing and singing a sea shanty Oubre had taught her

Oubre’s Vanderbilt roommates, also met her

from her days in Girl Scouts. “The lyrics told of the impend-

through NROTC indoctrination week. After

Allison Oubre and Andrea Alvord in Kissam Quad for their first snow, Winter 2009.

a full day of
shouts and commands, Oubre

in-Chief, remembered Oubre as a key Orbis staffer in the

broke the scared silence of

first years of its publication. Her fun-loving personality and

their cabin: “You hear Allison

warm smile lit up the Orbis office on late production nights.

go, ‘Hey–Does anyone want

Oubre, he said, was one of the happiest people he has ever

some candy?’ She thought it

known.

was going to be like summer

Childhood friend and grade school classmate, Jillian

camp,” Koelling recalled. “So

Bates, remembered that the likeability that came with

she’d brought candy to make

Oubre’s free spirit helped her navigate many adventures.

friends.”

While studying abroad in Germany, Bates taught Oubre

According to Alford, “There

only two words when she visited–‘train station’ and ‘mul-

was just something about her

let.’ Responding to every question with one of these two

that made you want to be her

words, she still managed to get by, which Bates sees as

friend.”

symptomatic of “who she was … a strong, independent

“She was just full of life–just
full of life. A wonderful person

Lt. Allison ‘Cholula’ Oubre beside her bird. Oubre emailed this picture to her friends in May 2008. She was
given her call sign, she said, “because my old Skipper swore I looked just like the Mexican lady on the
front of the Cholula hot sauce bottle.”

woman, a problem solver, and someone so likeable everyone would want to help [her] out.”

to be around,” said Laura Pyle,

Alvord was co-pilot for many of Oubre’s adventures.

another former roommate. Pyle

After the two celebrated Alvord’s 21st birthday in Paris and

recalled how Oubre’s spirited

ran with the bulls in Pamplona, they immediately began

personality could even make

planning their next trip. Alvord, having just watched the

surgery recovery fun. After

2002 Kilimanjaro documentary, sent a text to Oubre say-

Alvord and Oubre had Lasik

ing, “Kilimanjaro’s doable.” “And she was right on board,”

eye surgery in preparation for

Alvord said. The friends decided to climb to the “Roof of

flight school together, the two

Africa” in December 2010, a time they would both be on

ing doom of the ship and crew, which seemed appropriate

ventured to McDonald’s in their protective sunglasses.

considering the level of our sailing skills,” Alvord said.

“You led me with your one good eye,” Alvord recalled in

“Al and I always joked about the two of us being the same

“Now it’s sad to me.”

her eulogy, “both of us walking slowly toward the counter

person,” Alvord recalls. “And how dangerous it would be

and as we approached, the cashier exclaimed, ‘It’s the Stevie

for the Navy to ever let us fly together because there was no

Wonder twins!’”

system of checks and balances with us–because we would

Though Oubre’s friends have allowed themselves to
grieve, they chose to share stories about the adventurous,

shore duty.
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into a nurse during a deployment. The woman explained

“to write some trite status update,” Alvord saw a friend’s

Asked to explain Oubre’s character, Bates replied, “She

how she would have quit ROTC had it not been for “this one

comment on Oubre’s wall: “You know, something about her

was goofy, super goofy! And we were goofy together.”

encouraging girl who had already graduated.” That girl, it

being in heaven, and I just … freaked out.”

The childhood friends “became obsessed” with the song

turns out, was Oubre. “She never would have had any idea

“American Pie”
after buying the
cassette in high
school, singing
the lyrics in the
car and even
on horseback.
After watching
the movie Top
Gun, the two
mimicked the
hand and arm
signals of aircraft carriers to
communicate
with airplanes.

“I really wish
that everybody–
everybody–
could have
known Allison,
and it’s just such
a shame that
she’s gone.”
– Andrea Alvord

Last year, Bates
visited

Oubre

that she had this kind of life force,” said Alvord.

While on her trip, Alvord had bought a gift resembling
an inside joke the two had. She found it while packing up to

A display of Oubre’s thoughtfulness arrived in Pyle’s

return home. “And I just thought that it was this huge injus-

mailbox even after her death. Allison’s husband, fel-

tice that had been served to me that I couldn’t even give [it

low Navy Lt. Colter Menke, sent Pyle a birthday

to] Allison,” said Alvord.

card and present he had
found amongst Allison’s
things. The card was
from September of last
year with the inscription, “I bought this
ahead of time and still
forgot to send it. I hope
it brings you a little bit
of joy on some random
day.” “And it did,” Pyle
said.
“With her being away
so often with the Navy,”

on her aircraft carrier, the USS Nimitz, and saw Oubre and

Pyle said, “It feels like she’s

her colleagues using the signals “for real.”

going to be coming home

Discussing Oubre’s life on the carrier, Bates said in her

and we’ll get to talk to her

eulogy, “I saw that the best qualities in Allison I knew

again.” Taken aback by

remained. The people on her ship responded to her warm

Oubre’s unexpected death,

personality as people did in grammar and high school.”

Bates still resists the urge

Bates heard one woman in Oubre’s squadron introduce

to email her with updates on

Allison to her mom with, “This is my favorite officer.”

her life.

Chaffin roommates (from left) Erin Koelling, Allison Oubre, Laura Pyle, and Brandi Alford in their cap and
gowns, May 2003.

But Alvord knows her kindred spirit and soul mate will

“Anybody–anybody–just loved Allison,” said Pyle.

Alvord recalled being on liberty in Peru, “just out, doing

always be with her in memories and in life. “I really wish

Alvord remembers the effect that she had on people–what

my thing, just seeing the sights, without any idea [the crash]

that everybody–everybody–could have known Allison, and

she called the “Allison periphery.” Koelling recalls running

had happened.” Signing in to Facebook in a hotel lobby

it’s just such a shame that she’s gone.”

On homecoming weekend,
Oubre’s friend Andrea Alvord
and husband Colter Menke
will present a memorial to
the Vanderbilt NROTC unit and
dedicate a bench in her honor.
To donate, please make checks out
to the “Allison Oubre Memorial Fund”
and send them to:
Vanderbilt Gift Processing Office
PMB 407727, 2301 Vanderbilt Pl,
Nashville, TN, 37240-7727
Oubre in Key West while on detachment with Strike Fighter Squadron VFA-106, 2003.
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Volunteers offer health screenings on the go
A health care road trip reveals an ailing system
By John Chen
FEATURES EDITOR

For nine weeks out of the summer, Features Editor John Chen
joined five other members of the Mobile Health Fair team and
traveled around Ohio and Michigan offering free health services
to the underprivileged. Health care has been a hot issue this
summer, and here Chen explains how his first-hand experience
showed him why.
The Mobile Health Fair (MHF) project is based in
Maumee, OH, and the $50,000 budget is funded by the
Synod of the Covenant, which consists of 811 Presbyterian
churches in Michigan and Ohio. Each year, Tammy
Scheuermann (project coordinator) hires six college students onto the team. Most of these students, like Vanderbilt
sophomore Rebecca Lee, use the Mobile Health Fair experience to test out their studies in nursing or medicine.
Marissa Phillips, the team supervisor, has been involved
for four years in a row.
This summer, the team underwent a week of training by
organizations such as the Central Ohio Diabetes Association,
the Ohio Department of Health, Prevent Blindness of Ohio,
and more. Team members became certified to perform a set
of health screenings: blood pressure, pulmonary function,
vision, dental, hearing, and blood sugar. At every health
fair, team members recorded the test results for evaluation by a physician at the end of all the screening stations.
However, the screenings were not diagnoses and the team
was not qualified to prescribe medication. Since half of the
purpose was to educate, MHF placed relevant educational
boards, pamphlets, and
models next
to the screening station.
In
nine
weeks,
the
six-member
team set up
52
health
fairs
and
served 2,249
people. The
team traveled
in a large van
with all their
equipment.
Team members usually
worked five
days a week,
setting
up
one or two Rebecca Lee performing a dental screening.
health fairs
per day. As the team traveled, sleeping arrangements
included hotels, people’s homes, and sleeping bags on

church floors. Targeting poor inner city neighborhoods
and rural agriculture communities, the team set up health

As the cost of MHF rose to $50,000 (which covered liability
insurance, travel expenses, salaries, equipment and supplies), most Synods began
to eliminate the program.
Today, the cost continues to
increase due to rising fuel
prices, while giving from
Presbyterian churches has
decreased in the recession.
As a result, the Synod of
the Covenant is the only
synod left that has been
able to maintain its Mobile
Health Fair program for
over 40 years.

Left to right: Junho Kim (Eastern Michigan), Amanda Nixon (Alma), Erica Goldberger (Loyola), Rebecca Lee
(Vanderbilt), Marissa Phillips (Toledo), John Chen (Vanderbilt)
Photo: Kimo Shalom

fairs in churches and community centers as far north as
Detroit, MI and as far south as Cincinnati, OH. Patients
included elderly residents
of nursing homes, homeless people in downtown
Detroit, Hispanic migrant
workers in the fields, and
immigrant children in
remedial summer schools.
Almost all of the patients
were uninsured and did
not have access to any
other form of health care.
The rates of dental decay
and undiagnosed diabetes were particularly
astounding.
The future of MHF is
precarious. When the program started in the 1960s,
it involved a small group
of medical professionals
working out of a station
wagon. Eventually, the
majority of Synod offices
Photo: Kimo Shalom
in the United States had a
traveling clinic of some sorts. However, “with budget cuts,
[MHF] was usually the first to be cut,” said Scheuermann.

If you would like to
join the cause and
volunteer with MHF,
visit them online at
www.synodofthecovenant.org and navigate to the “Mobile
Health Fair” section
of the “Ministries”
page to find out more
about the application
process.
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Making sense of public health care
Dispelling rumors through clear language and reasoned arguments offers a way forward on this polarizing issue
By Sam Abney
MANAGING EDITOR

Watching the ongoing debate over health care reform
in this country, one can hardly help but be shocked at the
intensity of the protests against government involvement.
Demonstrators are crusading against what they see as the
malicious attempts of certain power-hungry politicians to
tell them whether and how they will receive treatment.
While it is encouraging to see citizens exercising their
rights to assemble and
publicly question government policy, the vicious
tone of the current protests and the profound
ignorance of the issues
involved that seems to
promote this atmosphere
are troubling to say the
least.
At one recent townhall meeting, a demonstrator accused Rep.
Barney Frank (D-MA),
who happens to be
Jewish, of endorsing “Nazi policies” through his support of
a public option for health care.
Other protesters have attended presidential events carrying firearms, suggesting violence against the government
as a possible solution for their peers who, choking down
tears, ask if they will ever get their beloved country back.
At yet another event, one confused man told the president
he feared the effects of government involvement in his
Medicare (an existing “public option” for seniors).
Something has gone terribly wrong in this debate, and
it cannot be solved by simply dismissing protestors or by
more name-calling from the other side. Politicians should
instead devote their efforts to explaining why the role of
government in certain longstanding American institutions
is so helpful and so critical to their success.
The situation demands a calm and thoughtful moral
argument for public health care that can follow the example
of other modern democracies who have similar plans while
meeting the unique needs of the United States.
It is actually quite easy to think of examples of existing
government programs used by Americans every day. The
United States has a wide variety of socialized services that
the majority of those who are so adamantly against universal health care would never dream of opposing or deriding
through association with oppressive regimes of the past.

Maybe it is a function of our history, but it is hard to
imagine such passionate protests against the longstanding
institution of public schools. Many Americans strongly
believe in the notion that everyone, regardless of class or
income, is entitled to a basic education. Beyond that, they
realize that a more educated society is a more desirable one
for all citizens.
Social Security practically has “socialism” in the name,
yet no one is protesting that, least of all the millions of senior
citizens who rely on it for their livelihood. Younger workers
might not like the idea of paying for someone else’s retirement, but they know that one day
someone else’s taxes will be funding
theirs. Most Americans recognize
that (provided it is adequately funded) such a contract between generations ultimately benefits everyone
involved. No one likes paying taxes,
but most people are quite fond of
the countless services their taxes
provide for them.
If the reasoning behind these programs does not obviously extend to
the current debate, there are other
programs that more closely parallel
the health care situation. Consider
the case of a public fire department. No politician with any
hope of being elected would ever suggest that it should
be privatized or that the lack of competition in the field is
inhibiting citizens’ freedom.
We know that what works best is a
single fire-fighting force that covers everyone and that everyone must pay into. Why
should one person have to (indirectly)
pay for his neighbor’s fire protection if it
happens that there is never a fire in his
own house? Fires spread, and each homeowner has self-interest in fighting any fire
that may threaten the neighborhood. And
when the fire does spread, no one wants a
private company having to check whether
they are paid up and qualify for assistance
before fighting the fire. No one wants such
a company devoting its resources to looking for ways to deny them coverage because it is good for
profit.
This gets to the essence of the argument for public health
care. It is about goals, what health care should ideally strive
to achieve. The current model of insurance is based entirely
on making money. Given the choice, private insurance companies would rather increase profits than increase the value

Something has gone
terribly wrong in this
debate, and it cannot
be solved by simply
dismissing protestors or
by more name-calling
from the other side.

and availability of the care they provide.
This is why so many American who are already insured
go without treatment they desperately need. This is why
the millions of Americans who are uninsured may postpone
care until they are faced with a medical emergency (which,
in turn, is much more expensive to treat). The solution to
this is obvious; we must create a health care system that
puts people before profit, whose sole mission is to promote
good health.
Why do we entrust our security to the government-run
military? Why are there not protestors in the street, angry
that they are forced to buy into a single scheme of national
security rather than choosing among competing defense
firms? Isn’t that the more solidly capitalist solution? It is,
but sensible citizens understand that the best results are
likely to come from a fighting force whose goal is to protect
rather than to turn a profit. Everyone pays in, and everyone
reaps the benefits. Universal public health care would be
based on the same principle. When society is sick, everyone
suffers. When society is healthy, everyone has an improved
quality of life.
This is the reason that the current health care debate is
so important, the reason why it is so crucial to spread the
correct information. The coming attempt at reform may not
include a public option, or it may attempt, as the president
originally suggested, to achieve a halfway point between
public and private that will drive down prices without
requiring truly universal coverage. Whatever does materialize, its success or failure will likely have more to do with
the inertia of a powerful corporate health industry than with
the merits of public
insurance.
Governmentrun health care is
not about seizing
control from citizens or forming a
totalitarian state
whose “death panels” decide whether
individuals
are
worthy of treatment. It is about
returning control to
the people who for far too long have been at the mercy of
profit-seeking insurance companies who truly are deciding
who lives and who dies. It is high time the United States
joined the ranks of all the other modern democratic states
that have opted for universal coverage because they see that
health care, like education in this country, should be available to all people regardless of their means.

We must create a
health care system
that puts people
before profit, whose
sole mission is to
promote good health.

Can’t wait for next month’s issue? Get your progressive fix at the Orbis blog:
blorbis.wordpress.com
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Spending less to send more home
Latin American expatriates continue to save for their families abroad despite new economic challenges
By John Chen
FEATURES EDITOR

by an expatriate to his native country. In

to Mexico alone.

the United States, remittances commonly

exceed official foreign aid to many develop-

continues, downturns in industries such as

These remittances well

drop 11 percent.

As the economic crisis

come from male immigrants working con-

ing nations. In fact, remittances account for

construction are largely responsible for this

Willie, from Quetzaltenango, Guatemala,

struction or service jobs who send part of

54 percent of the GDP in Haiti and $4.3 bil-

decrease, evidenced by the fact that 12 per-

is a graduate of one of the country’s hand-

their wages back to their families in Latin

lion in Guatemala. In the United States, it is

cent of Hispanic immigrants in the U.S. are

ful of universities. However, his degree in

America.

Because remittance money is

estimated that 70 percent of migrant work-

currently unemployed. Despite this, com-

chemical engineering has largely gone to

often transferred informally and is therefore

ers remit funds on a regular basis; of these,

ing to the United States is still often the best

waste due to a shortage of jobs in his coun-

difficult to analyze statistically, experts can

60 percent are considered to be living in

choice for many Latin Americans like Willie.

try. Next year, Willie plans to travel to the

only estimate that global remittances total

poverty and half are under 35 years of age.

In fact, 25 percent of unemployed immi-

United States with the hope that he will be

over $230 billion, including over $40 billion

able to find a job and send money back to

from the U.S.

This year, though, things have changed.

grants still send money home by dipping

Officials at the Mexican central bank have

into their savings and reducing personal

announced that cash remittances sent

consumption. Still, some have speculated

by

that remittance flow may actually reverse

o

directions as families in Latin American

his family in Guatemala. This means Willie

According to a 2007 report by Sofia Biller

will join approximately 12 million other

from the University of Iowa’s Center for

by

Latin American immigrants in the United

International Finance and Development,

18 percent compared

States who support their families through

almost $50 billion of the $167 billion offi-

2008.

international remittances.

cially tracked remittances went to Latin

from the U.S. in gen-

America, with nearly $22 billion going

eral are expected to

Remittances refer to transfers of money

Mexicans

living

abroad

fell
t

Remittances

countries send money to their unemployed relatives living
abroad.

Photo: album art from “Humbug.”

Arctic Monkeys evolve
Their new album “Humbug” showcases a growing complexity
By Allison Heiser
STAFF WRITER

There is just something about boys

the album, lead singer and songwriter Alex

he always

Turner gained experience and maturity in

loses the

“Pretty

his sound through work with his side proj-

girl when

Visitors,”

ect, the Last Shadow Puppets.

he asks

with British accents. The Arctic Monkeys

Since the band was able to gain rap-

from Sheffield, England, are no different.

port and legitimacy through their first two

c a n

The band’s third album “Humbug” shows

albums, “Humbug” could show advance-

call

advancement, maturity and evocative lyrics

ment and a different sound. They have clas-

them

that play off their past popularity but still

sified themselves as a talented band able to

her name. “Fire And

push the musical limits.

advance their sound over time.

The Thud” has some of the most

Following

their

past

two

if

a b l e .

on

he

the

other hand,
is

over-

whelming
by

with

loud,

d i s o rg a n i z e d
vocals and an

albums,

The single “Crying Lightning” is the

creative, evocative lyrics that are partnered

“Favourite Worst Nightmare” in 2007 and

loudest, most aggressive song on the album,

with a seductive, soft melody. Phrases such

bass.

“Who the Fuck Are Arctic Monkeys?” in

but it is the most stereotypical “Arctic

as “I’d like to poke them in their prying

anyone would desire or expect from the

2006, the band has created a darker, more

Monkeys sound.” Yet, the lyrics are much

eyes with things” and “You showed me my

Arctic Monkeys.

sophisticated album. Maybe some boys do

more mature then their previous album with

tomorrow / Beside a box of matches” pres-

mature after all.

lines such as “And your pastimes consisted

ent love in a creative manner.

ever-present
Simply,

it’s not the sound

In all, unlike their first two albums,
this album takes a couple of listens. The

Seven of the ten songs on the album

of the strange, the twisted and deranged

The band, with the help of Turner’s lyr-

brilliant lyrics have to be understood in

were co-produced by Josh Homme from

/ and I hate that little game.” Much of the

ics, has also not lost their touch of using

order to appreciate this music. But the

Queens of the Stone Age, evident through

melodic line has little variance and creates

sexual innuendos. From “My Propeller,”

thought and care with which one has to

the darker sound and a greater rock base.

an ambience that perfectly describes the

the first song on the album: “My propeller

listen to “Humbug” simply exemplifies its

Overall, “Humbug” is much more vigorous

subject of the song—a rude woman.

won’t spin and I can’t get it started on my

subtleties and thoughtfulness. This album

own / When are you arriving?”

is not their greatest, but it’s quite a posi-

and contains much more muscle in its sound

With

sweet,

lyrical

melodies,

compared to their previous lighter, more

“Cornerstone” encompasses quite an inter-

Unfortunately, the album doesn’t really

tive advancement for their sound and lyr-

upbeat melodies.

esting premise: a man who wants to date

have a good flow. The order is quite disjoint-

ics. Undoubtedly, the album that follows

women who look like his ex-girlfriend but

ed, though nine of the ten songs are enjoy-

“Humbug” will complete their evolution.

In addition to Homme’s assistance with
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Does Teach For America work?
A critical examination of the popular post-grad program

that ten percent of TFA acceptees cannot
even make it to their second year, and nearly
STAFF WRITER
all of them leave education after that.
Those who stay in education often leave
their
underperforming school districts for
Teach For America (TFA) is an innovamore lucrative offers in better-funded areas.
tive program designed to close the achieveThus, the experience and talent leaves the
ment gap in American high schools by
area that nurtured it. For students, teacher
recruiting high achievers from selective uniplacement volatility has a negative effect on
versities and placing them in low-income
achievement and
school districts for
devalues the role
two year teaching
of interpersonal
stints. Proponents
relationships in
of TFA argue that
education. For
a strong knowldistricts,
low
edge of subject
teacher retention
material is at least
means spending
as important as a
more money on
specialized teachrecruiting teaching degree like
ers. In sum, TFA
the “Secondary
guarantees a very
Education”
high percentage
major in Peabody
of teacher turnCollege. To preover in schools
pare candidates
that support the
for the classroom,
program.
TFA offers a sumPart of the
mer
program
problem of TFA is
that runs several
that it promotes a
weeks.
de-professionalMany
peoized approach to
ple,
such
as
education. Rather
Dan Brown, a
than advertising
reporter for the
teaching as a
DC
Education
career, TFA offers
Examiner, believe
a two-year stepthat TFA educa- Do Teach For America volunteers have the dedication to tough it out in underprivileged schools?
Photo: Allie Diffendal
ping stone to
tors perform betmore prestigious careers. Companies such
ter than their peers. He calls TFA a “tri- which TFA lacks.
Unfortunately, the criticisms of TFA run as Morgan Stanley, Goldman Sachs, and
umph of private sector innovation.” The
Wall Street Journal agreed, criticizing caps deeper than simple student achievement. Google offer two-year deferment programs,
on TFA hiring as “another example of how A study conducted by the National Bureau which allow applicants accepted into both
unions…put tenure and power above stu- of Economic Research showed that ama- TFA and the private firm to retain their
teur teachers make their biggest leap in offer after their two-year commitment to
dent achievement.”
So Teach For America works for students, ability after their second year of teaching. public education. While these offers contain
Accordingly, teacher retention beyond two elements of altruism, a perfect program
right?
Stanford professor Linda Darling- years should be a high priority, a philoso- would reward its participants for staying
Hammond, a former adviser to Barack phy that is not reflected by the voluntary and teaching in underserved areas, rather
Obama, urges people to look more closely two-year commitment candidates make to than inducing them to leave for higher payat the data. In a study of over 270,000 stu- TFA. Indeed, Harvard researchers showed ing jobs in private banks and law firms.

By Josh Rogen

dents and 15,000 teachers, TFA educators
were found to consistently perform worse
in comparison to their certified counterparts
when other qualifications were normalized.
Likewise, non-TFA, non-certified teachers
achieved poorer results on their students’
math and reading tests than certified teachers. These findings appear to affirm the
value of teacher certification programs,

This is not to suggest that TFA is a malicious program or that all of its participants
are inadequate teachers. TFA does an excellent job at bringing capable, bright graduates into districts where student performance is already low and teacher turnover
is already high. Graduates of TFA may
be better informed about underserved districts and some argue that TFA alumni are
already revolutionizing education policy
and administration. However, TFA should
not be passed off as a solution to education,
but as a stepping stone in itself. The real
solution is to keep highly achieving teachers
in education and get them the training that
is required to teach in underserved communities. Until then, TFA will continue to be a
small band-aid on the gaping wound of our
education system.

Is your roommate tired of listening to your political rants?
We’ll listen! Come to our staff meeting on September 7th at 6pm in Buttrick 112.
Email vanderbiltorbis@gmail.com for details.
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What does being “liberal” mean?
Liberalism: a word used too cheaply

Liberalism: about ideas, not issues

By Carol Chen

By Allison Heiser

ISSUES EDITOR

STAFF WRITER

Perhaps users of social networking sites should change their stated political views
to “Dunworthian.” It sounds superlative, does it not?
“How did you vote?”
“Oh, straight-ticket Dunworthian, of course.”
Or perhaps, “Dunworthians have galvanized the younger generation to value its
ideals and act upon its values.”
All pretty words. But what does being a Dunworthian mean? Nothing, really. It is
without meaning or definition; a worthless word.
In the same vein, it is absurd to think that the concept of “liberal” can even exist
with no accompanying definition. Words exist for the sole purpose of describing
ideas and things. Ideas are either liberal or not. Conservatives certainly seem to have
a how-to list on spotting liberals: self-centered, amoral and socialist rank among other
attributes. And that is just on a good day.
A liberal, quite simply, has ambitions of change in order to extend the benefits of
society and government to the marginalized and oppressed. Many of the rights that
we enjoy today are the direct result of the liberals in the past: causes that were vilified
and people that were ostracized have become socially accepted.
Liberalism envisions the future as possible now. One very good example is the
issue of gay rights. The current expansion of same-sex marriage, rights and recognition seems agonizingly slow with no end in sight. However, it is important to
recognize that we are in the middle of a movement built upon the efforts of previous
generations. To them, our world is marvelously advanced. Denying same-sex marriage is a concept our children and grandchildren will find as alien and backward as
we find slavery or denial of women’s rights.
Most importantly, a liberal’s motivation is the desire to defend the inherent worth
of each person against the dangers of prejudice and blindly following the status quo.
However, simply believing in these values falls short. One must support these values
vocally, publicly, loudly: it is not enough to merely condone reform.
There are certain stances that are logical extensions of liberal motivation. To protect the people from the arbitrary whims of disease and the exorbitant cost of health
care, there must be affordable and available health insurance for each person. To
acknowledge the humanity of each person regardless of gender or sexual orientation,
the government must extend legal marriage to same-sex couples and all opportunities to same-sex individuals. To ease the grimness of corporate bottom lines, there
must be a minimum wage that pays for a decent living. To preserve the planet that we
are all stuck on for the time being, there must be a credible effort towards sustainable
living and renewable energy. There are more issues, but one gets the picture.
It may sound harsh and unnecessary to draw distinct lines between what a liberal
is and what a liberal is not. However, shying away from concrete positions is for the
faint-hearted. Conservative commentary likes to label liberals as softies, but liberalism is not for the weak.
Calling oneself a liberal sounds enlightened and forward-thinking, but “liberal” is
not a label to slap on or rip off at leisure. It is a name used all too cheaply. To be liberal,
one must act as a liberal, and act consistently as such. There are no pseudo-humans:
therefore no one should be left out of the benefits that “normal” people enjoy. It is a
mistake to think that one can pick and choose those that deserve full rights.
Ultimately, words without meaning are worthless and movements without purpose are superfluous. To call oneself a liberal and yet not sincerely and fully believe
in certain cardinal ideologies is tantamount to misrepresentation or downright wishful thinking, hypocrisy and selectivism when there is only one class of humanity.
Without this integrity of philosophy, one may as well be Dunworthian.

President Obama and Hillary Clinton are self-proclaimed
liberals. Dennis Kucinich, John Edwards, Sherrod Brown, Ralph
Nader and Howard Dean: liberals. Yet within this group, Clinton
voted for the Iraq War at its outset, Obama did not. Kucinich
strongly supports same sex marriage, while neither Clinton
nor Obama fully support it. As is evident even with some of
America’s most prominent liberals, there is great variance
on some of our nation’s most important issues and policies.
Likewise, a “liberal” does not have to have certain opinions on
core issues.
Undoubtedly, liberals in the United States today can be generalized as those who want progression and change within our
political, cultural and social systems. Liberals believe in helping
others and giving assistance when needed instead of adopting a survival-of-the-fittest attitude. They generally support
government programming and assistance, equality and equal
opportunity.
On one hand, if there were no consensus on some issues,
there would not be a Democratic Party or left-wing movement
in our country. But on the other hand, if a person is pro-life but
generally has other progressive beliefs, he or she should not lose
the liberal title.
Another consideration of the liberal definition is the diversity
of America. Because our nation is so rich in diversity and our
world is becoming increasingly aware and globalized, the range
of beliefs and ideas about the world have expanded. There is
even a large generational gap in agreement on the issues. Our
college-generation values are comparatively more liberal than
those of our older counterparts. We are much more accepting of
the social agenda that so many liberals championed before usequality in gender, race and, increasingly, sexuality. Yet, even as
gay marriage and gay rights are at the forefront of many liberals’
minds, leaders such as President Obama are not in support of
gay marriage. Again it is evident through our generational gap
that “liberal” is not defined by the issues.
Science and technology create other divisions among liberal thinkers. Technology has advanced rapidly, allowing for
increased communication, information exchange, surgical techniques, cloning abilities, and a myriad of new opportunities that
have challenged decade-long norms. Yet these advancements are
creating havoc among political cohorts trying to agree on issues.
Should we clone animals or humans? How can we create equal
opportunity to technologies for those who cannot afford it? The
answers to these kinds of questions have resulted in some liberals questioning the beliefs of their peers. They disagree on how
to approach the challenging ethical and moral questions facing
us today.
In all, being a liberal does not mean agreeing with a specified
doctrine. Rather it is about the ideas, direction and momentum
of our country. As John F. Kennedy once said, “What do our
opponents mean when they apply to us the label ‘Liberal?’ If by
‘Liberal’ they mean someone who looks ahead and not behind,
someone who welcomes new ideas without rigid reactions,
someone who cares about the welfare of people… then I’m
proud to say I’m a ‘Liberal.’”

Orbis Asks
What does being
“liberal” mean to you?
Ygael
Attali
Exchange
student

“The meaning [of liberal]
in the U.S. concerns values. It
means you are open-minded and
tolerant for questions like gay
and racial issues.”

Kate
Martin

Junior,
Engineering

“I feel that liberals aren’t that
open to other people’s ideas ….
A lot of people just bandwagon
onto the term [liberal] without
knowing what it means.”

Luke
Bajana

Sophomore, A&S

“Liberalism is
a combination
of progressive politics and trying to reach
across and reach out to ideals
as opposed to the conservative
stance.”

Janean
Overton

Senior, Peabody

“Right now
conservatism is
more popular
in America, but we’re moving
toward becoming more liberal.
There is still a negative connotation with the word, but we’re
making progress.”
- Compiled by Carol Chen

